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Abbreviations

In the bibliography the following abbreviations for names of journals, reports, etc. have been used.

- **ALH** Acta Linguistica Hafniensia (Copenhagen)
- **ANF** Arkiv för Nordisk Filologi (Lund: Gleerups)
- **AP** American Psychologist (Washington, DC)
- **ARIPUC** Annual Report of the Institute of Phonetics of the University of Copenhagen
- **AS** American Speech (New York)
- **BSPS** Boston Studies in the Philosophy of Science (Dordrecht: Reidel)
- **ChJL** Chicago Journal of Linguistics (Chicago)
- **CJL** The Canadian Journal of Linguistics (Toronto, Ont.: Canadian Linguistic Association)
- **CLHU, NSF** The Computation Laboratory of Harvard University (Mathematical Linguistics and Automatic Translation): Report to the National Science Foundation (Cambridge, Mass.)
- **CLS** Papers from the (n:th) Regional Meeting of Chicago Linguistic Society (Chicago Linguistic Society, Chicago, Ill.)
- **CP** Cognitive Psychology (New York: Academic Press)
- **FL** Foundations of Language (Dordrecht: Reidel)
- **FoL** Folia Linguistica (The Hague: Mouton)
- **FUF** Finno-Ugrische Forschungen (Helsinki)
- **Gl.** Glossa (Burnaby)
- **GMSLL** Georgetown Monograph Series on Languages and Linguistics (Washington, DC)
- **GPTL** Gothenburg Papers in Theoretical Linguistics (Göteborg: Department of Linguistics)
- **FIPhSKUM** Forschungsberichte, Institut für Phonetik und sprachliche Kommunikation der Universität München
- **HER** Harvard Educational Review (Cambridge, Mass.)
- **IF** Indogermanische Forschungen (Berlin: de Gruyter)
- **IJAL** International Journal of American Linguistics (Baltimore)
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IULC (Paper reproduced by) Indiana University Linguistics Club (Bloomington, Ind.)
JASA The Journal of the Acoustical Society of America (Lancaster, Pa.)
JChL Journal of Child Language (Cambridge)
JP The Journal of Philosophy (Lancaster, Pa.)
JPR Journal of Psycholinguistic Research (New York)
JSFOu Journal de la Société Finno-Ougrienne (Helsinki)
JVLVB Journal of Verbal Learning and Verbal Behavior (New York)
LA Linguistic Analysis (New York)
LB Linguistische Berichte (Braunschweig)
Lg. Language (Baltimore)
LI Linguistic Inquiry (Cambridge, Mass.)
Ling. Linguistics (The Hague)
LS Language Sciences (Bloomington, Ind.)
MWPL Montreal Working Papers in Linguistics (Montreal: Dept. of Linguistics)
NJL Norwegian Journal of Linguistics (Oslo)
OPUE Occasional Papers, University of Essex (Language Centre)
PB Psychological Bulletin (Washington, DC)
Pep Probleme und Ergebnisse der Psychologie (Berlin)
Ph. Phonetica (Basel, etc.)
PILUS Papers from the Institute of Linguistics, University of Stockholm
PL Papers in Linguistics (Edmonton, Alberta)
POLA Project on Linguistic Analysis. (Report from) Phonology Laboratory, Department of Linguistics, University of California, Berkeley.
PR The Philosophical Review (Ithaca, New York)
PsR Psychological Review (Washington, DC : American Psychological Association)
RRL Revue roumaine de linguistique (Bucarest)
RUUL Reports from Uppsala University Department of Linguistics (Uppsala : Dept. of Linguistics)
SAL Studies in African Linguistics (University of California, Los Angeles: Department of Linguistics and the African Studies Center)
SB Förhandlingar vid sammankomst för att dryfta frågor rörande Svenskans Beskrivning (edited by different departments of linguistics in Sweden)
SBL Salzburger Beiträge zur Linguistik (Salzburg : Institut für Sprachwissenschaft)
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SG Studia Grammatica (Berlin: Akademie-Verlag)
SJA Southwestern Journal of Anthropology (Austin, Texas)
SL Studia Linguistica (Lund: Gleerups)
STL-QPSR Quarterly Progress and Status Report, Speech Transmission Laboratory, Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm.
TCLP Travaux du Cercle Linguistique de Prague (Prague)
WLG Wiener Linguistische Gazette (Vienna: Institut für Sprachwissenschaft)
WPL-CISRC Working Papers in Linguistics, Computer and Information Science Research Center, The Ohio State University (Columbus, Ohio)
WPLH Working Papers in Linguistics, University of Hawaii (Honolulu)
WPPLL Working Papers, Phonetics Laboratory, Lund University
WPP-UCLA Working Papers in Phonetics, University of California at Los Angeles
ZPhSK Zeitschrift für Phonetik, Sprachwissenschaft und Kommunikationsforschung (Berlin)

Citations: After each entry, references are given [within brackets] to the pages where it is cited.
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